FAMOUS BRIDGES!

Primitive __ bridges can be scary to cross, especially in the movies
Covered bridges are usually made of this material
Royal __ Bridge in Colorado is the world’s highest suspension bridge
A bridge has existed at Pont Notre Dame in __ since ancient times
Completed in 1607 Pont Neuf is the oldest bridge across this river
Le Pont de Normandie was completed in 1995 in Le Havre, __
__ Bridge is one of the largest tourist attractions in Arizona
The Pont de __ is the longest-span cantilever bridge in the world
They are well known for the bridges and aqueducts they built long ago
__ Harbor Bridge is nicknamed The Coathanger
This Italian city has been called the "City of Bridges" among other names
The __ Megler Bridge spans the mouth of the Columbia River
This steel truss bridge in Baltimore was named after __ Scott Key
This fictional character fell at the bridge in Moria
"Bridges of __ County" starred Clint Eastwood and Meryl Streep
A __ bridge floats on water and can be set up fairly quickly
__ Bridge in Utah is the world’s most famous natural bridge formation
A bridge made for trains to cross is often called a __
During the opening week of the __ Bridge in 1883, 12 people were trampled
Ponte Vecchio is medieval bridge in this Italian city
Simon and Garfunkel sang about a “Bridge Over __ Water”
Tacoma Narrows was nicknamed __ Gertie when it collapsed in 1940
1957 award winning film "Bridge on the __ "
This NYC bridge was named for the first European to visit NY Harbor
This bridge connects San Francisco and Marin County
Lake Pontchartrain Causeway is the world’s longest bridge near this city
A __ bridge is supported by cables or chains hanging from towers
George __ Bridge spans the Hudson River from New York to New Jersey